
X-Men Apocalypse The X-Men are forced to confront an ancient 
mutant called Apocalypse (Oscar Isaac) in this comic-book 
adventure set in the 1980s. Eager to take over the world and 
remake it in his own image, Apocalypse recruits mutants to act as 
his powerful "Four Horsemen" among them is the tortured 
Magneto (Michael Fassbender), who believes humanity might be a 
lost cause after a personal tragedy. In time, Charles Xavier (James 
McAvoy) and his charges must work together to save the planet 
from this threat. New additions to this X-Men team include the 
elusive Nightcrawler (Kodi Smit-McPhee), fiery Cyclops (Tye 
Sheridan), and telepathically gifted Jean Grey (Sophie Turner). 
Rose Byrne, Jennifer Lawrence, and Olivia Munn co-star. Fox
Allied In this WWII spy thriller, Canadian airman Max Vatan (Brad 
Pitt) and French Resistance operative Marianne Beauséjour 
(Marion Cotillard) pose as a married couple for a dangerous 
mission in Casablanca. Their cover story soon leads to an actual 
love affair and their starting a family together, but Max's happiness
is shattered when he's told that he must take part in an 
investigation to determine whether Marianne is really a double 
agent working for the Nazis. Jared Harris, Lizzy Caplan, and 
Matthew Goode co-star. Directed by Robert Zemeckis Paramount
Bad Santa 2 In this sequel to the 2003 cult hit Bad Santa, 
professional thief and Santa impersonator Willie Soke (Billy Bob 
Thornton) teams up with his dwarf sidekick (Tony Cox) and 
hell-raising mother (Kathy Bates) for his latest heist: robbing a 
Chicago charity during Christmas Eve. However, he begins to have 
second thoughts about the caper when he falls for the charity's 
director (Christina Hendricks). Directed by Mark Waters (MEAN 
GIRLS). Broad Green
Cold War 2 Picking up some time after the events in the first 
movie, Sean Lau is now the Commissioner of Police after the 
successful rescue operation. However, things turn bad when his 
wife and daughter are kidnapped. Sean has to seek help from 
former rival and retired DCP, Waise Lee, to return to his job to help 
save Sean`s wife and child. Well Go
Contract To Kill Harmon is a CIA/DEA enforcer investigating Arab 
terrorists captured in Mexico. With his team--seductive FBI agent 
Zara and spy-drone pilot Sharp--he flies to Istanbul and uncovers a 
brutal plot: Islamic extremists plan to use Sonora drug-smuggling 
routes to bring deadly weapons, and leaders, into the U.S. To 
prevent an attack on America, Harmon must turn these two 
savage forces against one another before his time and his luck run 
out. Stars Steven Seagal, Russell Wong, Jemma Dallender. 
Lionsgate
Moonlight This drama charts the life of a black gay youth named 
Chiron as he grows up in a rough neighborhood in Miami. In the 
first segment, Chiron is a ten-year-old nicknamed "Little" (Alex 
Hibbert) who is taken in by a kindhearted Cuban drug dealer 
(Mahershala Ali) and his girlfriend (Janelle Monáe). In the middle 
installment, a teenage Chiron (Ashton Sanders) explores his 
sexuality as he falls in love with a close friend. The final chapter 
follows Chiron in his twenties (Trevante Rhodes) as he reconnects 
with faces from his past. Directed by Barry Jenkins, MOONLIGHT 
was adapted from a short play called In Moonlight Black Boys 
Look Blue by Tarell Alvin McCraney. Lionsgate
Manchester By the Sea Casey Affleck heads a powerhouse cast in 
this acclaimed and deeply moving film from award-winning 
writer-director Kenneth Lonergan. After a solitary Boston janitor 
(Affleck) unexpectedly becomes the sole guardian of his 
16-year-old nephew, he must come to terms with a past that 
separated him from his wife (Michelle Williams) and his 
hometown, as uncle and nephew unite for an unforgettable 
journey of love, community, sacrifice, and hope. Lionsgate
Grace and Frankie Season 2 After learning their ex-husbands plan 
to marry one another, lifelong rivals Grace and Frankie have 
bonded in an uneasy friendship. The second season of this 
acclaimed comedy series brings more laughs and surprises as 
Grace and Frankie tackle the challenges of family and 
relationships - while driving each other crazy on a regular basis! 
Stars Brooklyn Decker, Baron Vaughn, June Diane Raphael, Lily 
Tomlin Lionsate
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